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Sh. K. Rajkamal, Programme Completed: CPF
Enrolment No. 150003149
I, K.Rajkamal a Science Graduate from Kakatiya University, Warangal, Telangana State was
seriously searching for employment or self employment. During the course of attentive enquiries
I came to know about IGNOU through Social Media. IGNOU authorities guided me well about
the programmes which are job oriented. After convincing myself of my abilities, skills and on
the need to earn I joined the Certificate Progarmme in Poultry Farming in the year 2015 at
IGNOU Study Centre at LB College, Warangal. Soon after completion of the Programme, a
Thailand based company (namely Chariaen –Tokthand India (P) Ltd.,) recruited me as a Farm
Supervisor in the month of August, 2016. Upon my joining, I have undergone training for a
period of four months. Now I am well versed in the field of poultry and guiding and supervising
more than 6-7 poultry farms of the company.
My father is a semi skilled construction worker in Warangal, my mother is a house wife, my
brother is also assisting my father in construction work. I have a sister studying in class X.
Hailing from socially and economically, weaker community, now I am a main source of bread
winner for my family. I am ever grateful to IGNOU for offering such a programme which helped
me to support myself and a bread winner to my entire family. IGNOU shaped my life into the
new dreams.

Sh. U. Nagaraju , Programme Completed: CPF
Enrolment No. 150003156

I, U. Nagaraju hailing from a rural background and completed my education up to Secondary
level from my native village Thimmapur, Warangal District, Telangana State. I am a Science
Graduate from Kakatiya University, Warangal. After completion of Graduation I was in search
of a job to support myself and my family. I attended one of the promotional programmes of
IGNOU where I got impressed by knowing skill based employment oriented programmes being
offered by IGNOU. Since Iam a Science student and interested in related field I chose Certificate
Progarmme in Poultry Farming in the year 2015. The CPF programme was well organized by the
IGNOU study centre, LB College, Warangal. Especially the compulsory hands on training
programme in the mini Poultry farm established within the study centre helped me a lot in
getting full confidence in managing Poultry farming. After successful completion of the
programme, I attended an interview of Thailand based company (namely Chariaen –Tokthand
India (P) Ltd.,). The company offered me position as Farm Supervisor in the month of August,
2016.
After completing five months of initial training programme, I was given posting orders in
Andhra Pradesh. Upon successful supervision of a Poultry Farm now I am full-fledged
supervisor and supervise 6-7 Poultry farms which belong to company.
My father is an unskilled daily wage worker in Timmapur Village, Mamunoor Mandal,
Warangal Dist, and my mother is a house wife, my brother and sisters are studying in
undergraduate programme.
It is because of CPF programme of IGNOU, I could fetch a covetous placement . I am ever
grateful to IGNOU for offering Job oriented Certificate programme in poultry farming. With this
spirit I wish to further continue my specialization in Master level in poultry farming.

Ms. Venkata Padmini .P, Programme Completed: DECE
Enrolment No. 135727487
My Travel with IGNOU
Any teaching Institution construed to be a temple in India. In the present scenario where Socio
Economic transformation is going on a fast pace and also the required paucity of time has
become a question to the present generation, to also think about the regular courses to be
attended in the college or university is difficult.
But IGNOU through its distance education mode helped their students in fulfilling their dreams.
I am a graduate of B.Sc.(Computer Science) and because of the family constraints cannot be
continued with any organization and settled down as a home Manager. When I browsed about
IGNOU Programmes and flexibility in offering the Programmes, I was fascinated and enrolled
with DECE and wanted to start my carrier as a play school teacher. Rather had a dream of
starting my own playschool, IGNOU helped me pursue my dream, it made to start my career in a
way I didn’t think. The Principal of my kids school was impressed when interacted in one of the
orientation programmes and offered the job in her prestigious Institution (Brahm Prakash DAV
School is one of the famous run by the DAV College all over India) as a Pre-Primary In-charge
and a Primary Teacher.
My journey with IGNOU did not stop here! I also enrolled for the MA (Psychology) to climb the
ladder of my profession as a counselor to help many kids and their parents who are facing many
difficulties, especially where in the case both parents are working and unable to spend quality
time with their kids.
I would like to say thanks to IGNOU for its wide network throughout India in providing the
quality education with a motto reaching to unreached. I am highly grateful to IGNOU for
providing the good/remunerative career to its students.

Sh. R.Ravikumar, Programme Completed: PGDBP
Enrolment No. 165133179
My Higher Education Success Story: R Ravi Kumar
Higher education like IGNOU institution is improving student performance through partnerships
that focus on college and career readiness, online and blended learning. I am happy to say, two
decades back I have passed Post Graduate diploma in journalism and mass communication. I can
with say without second though that, “IGNOU program has been a tremendous asset to my
learning. All I have to do work on concepts that they have proven they are ready to learn,
allowing for a customized learning experience for each student. This is ideal for classrooms, and
best for busty executive like me, IGNOU, helps students to not only learn the material but to
retain the knowledge.
I am happy to say I have recently enrolled to prestigious PGDBP program, and IGNOU has put
me strong foundation for my academic success and remunerative career, in coming two months I
will be finishing my PhD, in Journalism and Mass Communication.
All ways indebted to you “IGNOU”

Ms. Sonal Ravi Andrews, Programme Completed: MAPC
Enrolment No. 125459538
Being an early childhood educator, my interest in child psychology was intense. Being a lecturer,
it was not possible to do Masters in Psychology in the regular universities.
When I got to know that IGNOU is offering the Masters Programme in distance mode as well!
With efficient mentors giving contact classes and well- conducted practical’s, within 2 years my
depth and understanding in counseling and psychology was enhanced. I cleared MAPC in 2
years with Distinction.
Today as a Director of IPTTA and a Resource Person in the field of early childhood education,
IGNOU's Masters Degree in Psychology is truly a blessing to me. Heartfelt thanks to team of
IGNOU RC, Hyderabad for their able guidance.

Mrs. Prasanna Kindyala , Programme Completed: MA (Psychology)
Enrolment No. 130248648
I'm Mrs.Prasanna Kadiyala, I’m into teaching profession. I've done my Teachers training and as
a part of our course we had Psychology as a subject. I developed interest in psychology because
of my Professor Mrs. Sonal Andrews, later while I was looking for higher studies in Psychology
I came to know about IGNOU from one of my friend's and enrolled myself and I cleared my MA
in Psychology with First Division.
I'm now working with Gitanjali Group of School, Hyderabad. By doing this course it has helped
me in understanding and helping my students and also helping parents to understand their
children better.
I would also like to thank team of IGNOU Regional Centre, Hyderabad for helping and guiding
us from time to time.

